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Web-Based system for Students Engagement in the Math 
Remote Learning Classes,  Aleksei Talonov, PhD, Department of 
Mathematical Sciences
Teaching Practice and the 
needs it addresses
New Reality – New Motivation
Challenges of remote (online 
synchronous) teaching 
- Are they here? Student’s engagement
- Do they learn?
Content coverage (“less is more”?) 
Assessment (frequent low stake assignments 
vs testing)
Students and technology
- Do they have a reason to learn?
Strategy of learning
Preview
We developed a set of course specific 
materials in the form of lecture notes and 
out-of-class assignments. Each major 
assignment is accompanied by clear and 
coherent guidelines explaining what kind 
of skills will be attained by practicing this 
assignment, how it can be done, what 
amount of time can it reasonably take, 
when is it due, and where to get help. 
Speaking of technology, in our practice 
we use online homework systems 
(WebAssign or Willey Plus), video 
materials, and Web-based audience 
response systems.
Evidence it benefits students 
Enhancing a class with technology helps
students to be better engaged with the
concepts covered, better communicate
with the instructor and their peers, check
their understanding of the concepts and
quickly get a feedback.
As a result, more students are now able
to pass these courses in their first
attempt. The most important thing is the
fact that student become more confident
and motivated.
Calculus II semesters 1&2 – traditional technology
3 – web-based technology were used (Fall 2020)
Precalculus II
Feasibility, Resources and 
where to find them
Before class
Create questions, customize how the 
chart looks, and how the audience can 
respond (WebAssign, Canvas, Poll 
Everywhere)
In Class
Invite the audience to respond by 
webpage or texting.
The chart changes as you watch 
responses come in.
After Class
Download the reports. Analyze the results 
and share them with other instructors.
Technology we use
-Course specific videos
-Online homework systems (Pearson, 
WebAssign, WileyPlus)
- Web-based audience response systems
How other instructors might 
adopt this practice
Our teaching practices are universal and
can be easily implemented across the
disciplines. The instructor can determine
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